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JUSTIFICATION FOR CANCELLATION OF INTENT TO AWARD THE CONTRACTFOR CONSTRUCTION OF NON-
POTABLE INFRASTRUCTURE IN SCHOLLS HEIGHTS PHASE NE AT SOUTH COOPER MOUNTAIN  

(Solicitation #3827-22B) 
 

This is a notice of City of Beaverton’s decision to reject all offers for construction of Scholls Heights at South Cooper 
Mt. Phase NE under Solicitation #3827-22B. The invitation to bid (ITB) was advertised on July 21, 2021 and closed 
on August 12, 2021. Based on responses to the ITB, the City posted a notice of intent to award (NOIA) the contract 
on August 12, 2021, to Trench Line Excavation of Corvallis, Oregon, based on its lowest price responsive bid. 
However, shortly after the NOIA was posted, the developer of Scholls Heights Phase NE (Developer) agreed to 
construct the non-potable water line (Purple Pipe system) in the area.  
 
The City issued the ITB and posted the NOIA because the Developer had not committed to constructing the Purple 
Pipe System and construction needed to remain on schedule so as not to delay overall construction of the Scholls 
Heights Phase 1A development. During this bidding process and following the opening of the bids for this 
solicitation, the City was able complete negotiations of an agreement with the developer to construct non-potable 
water pipelines at the designated development. On September 7, 2021, the Beaverton City Council voted to 
authorize the City Manager to sign a construction agreement with the developer for construction of non-potable 
water pipelines at the Scholls Heights 1A development in South Cooper Mountain. 
 
At this time, rejecting all offers and executing Developer Construction Agreements is in the best interest of the 
City of Beaverton and its rate payers, as detailed in ‘Basis for Declining Construction Bids and Cancelling Contract 
Award.’  
 
Historical Context 
 
City issues Invitation to Bid on Purple Pipe Construction 
City staff had concerns, during the extended negotiations, that Agreements would not be finalized in time for the 
2021 construction window because of the following reasons: 
• Construction of the sub-divisions was already well along and the construction window for summer 2021 was 

quickly approaching when the bids were opened.  
• It was also unclear to the City if the developer’s contractors had availability and interest in constructing Purple 

Pipe.  From discussion with the developer’s engineer, the contractors were concerned about long lead times, 
material shortages related to Purple Pipe infrastructure, and complying with (federal) Federal Water 
Infrastructure Finance Innovation Act (WIFIA) requirements added complications with management and 
administration of the contract. All of the purple pipe work is funded by WIFIA, which means that all work must 
conform to the federal construction rules, such as federal prevailing wages, AIS American Iron and Steel 
compliance, and wage interviews with workers. 

 
Therefore, the City decided to prepare ITB, and on July 21, 2021, publicly advertised the bid to construct Purple 
Pipe to not lose out on the window of opportunity to implement the Purple Pipe in SCM. The closing date for the 
bid was scheduled for August 12, 2021. 
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Basis for Declining Construction Bids and Cancelling Contract Award 
It is in the public’s interest to reject all offers and allow the Developer to implement PP in SCM for the following 
reasons:   
• The Developer will be able to facilitate the construction of Purple Pipe in the most efficient manner.  
• Construction of Purple Pipe infrastructure by the Developer will allow it to be installed concurrently with 

construction of other infrastructure and single-family housing lots to take advantage of economies of scales 
and work already planned by the Developer; minimize potential contractor interference with developer’s 
property; and better utilize limited public rights-of-way (R/W) and easement space to operate. 

• Developer construction will reduce the potential for construction, contractor, and scheduling conflicts. In 
addition to Developer’s construction of City underground utilities (potable water, sanitary sewer, storm 
drainage) and curb and streets, private underground utilities (electrical, gas, tele-communications) may be 
using the same easements and R/W to install underground utilities at the same time.  Fewer contractors 
working in the same vicinity will result in less congestion. Congested construction areas increase the risk of 
worker safety, extending completion dates and scheduling conflicts, which could include postponement of 
paving of the street and preventing fall and winter house construction. 

• Working with developers guarantees that Purple Pipe infrastructure will be implemented to the fullest extent, 
including the construction of service laterals and meter boxes. 
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